In this stu4, classical PD control for direct drive motor system is enhanced to suppress disturbing torque by incorporating an acceleration feedback loop. This intends to achieve a stable and high stiffness control without the need of adjusting the PD controllec either the structure or the parameters. The acceleration feedback control is presented with a focus on designing the acceleration closed-loop in terms of its stability and ability in resisting the dynamic disturbances. The sensing and modeling of angular acceleration via servo-type linear accelerometers is dealt with in viewpoint of practical implementation. Extensive experiments are conducted on the second joint of a three-link direct drive robot. Results are given against those obtained by classical PD control without the acceleration feedback loop, to mainly investigate the ability of the acceleration feedback control in resisting disturbing torque, and its influence to the conventional PD control.
Introduction
With the advantages of easy implementation, simplicity, robustness and fault tolerance, independent joint motion control, especially one with normal PD algorithm, has been successfully implemented in most commercial (gear-driven) manipulators. This is because that the cross couplings acted on actuator axis are reduced largely by the reducer of high ratios [I] .
However, for direct drive robot actuated by DD motors, due to no transmission present between joint actuator and link, the nonlinear link-couplings directly apply upon each actuator and deteriorate the conventional independent joint controller considerably [2] . High stiffness servo control for DD-motors is an important approach for DD-robot suppressing the disturbances and achieving high tracking performance [3] .
Acceleration feedback control (AFC) was first introduced for robots to reject cross couplings in [4] , where its stability is theoretically proofed in Lyapunov sense. Subsequently, due to the difficulties in acceleration measurement, AFC was mainly investigated based on either signal differentiation [5-91 or observer techniques [ 10,l I] . In general, the differentiation techniques produce severely noisy signals, and passing these signals through low-passed filters introduces additional phase delay which further degrades the signal and limits the performance of the closed loop. And the acceleration observer of either predictive type or implemented via velocity measurements is its greater parameter dependence.
Most recently, extensive experiments utilizing actually sensed acceleration have been presented in literatures with the purpose of achieving high performance via AFC, such as suppressing the task-dependent oscillations during impact and contact transition [ 12,131, rejecting rotational disturbances on small disk drive to achieve more precise position control [14, 15] , smoothing the endplate of a parallel manipulator [ 161, making robust vision-based tracking in a head-mounted display system [17] , etc.
By the previous investigations, high gain acceleration feedback control has been found able to result in a stable closed loop and transform the rigid body dynamics into a set of decoupled SISO systems, while the dynamic couplings as disturbances are suppressed significantly. However, the large gain for AFC is not achievable in practice due to the high-frequency unstructured dynamics in the system, such as the resonance caused by nonrigidity factors, as well as the noisy acceleration signals being sensed. The enhancements benefited from AFC in practice will be considerably deteriorated, when being compared with those results from theoretical analyses or simulations.
In this paper, an acceleration feedback loop is introduced in the DD-motor control for enhancing its robustness by suppressing the disturbing torque. The proposed AFC is presented with a focus on designing the acceleration closed-loop in terms of its stability (resonance suppression) and ability in resisting the dynamic coupling disturbances. The sensing and modeling of acceleration via linear accelerometers is dealt with the viewpoint of practical implementation. As a simple case, the independent joint control system composed of an acceleration loop (inner loop) and conventional position and velocity control (outer loop) is experimentally investigated. Experiments are conducted on the second joint of a three-link DD-robot. Results are given against those obtained by the conventional PD control without the acceleration feedback.
Principles of AFC for DD-Motor System
DD-motor system can be described as, in which 7, is the generated torque of DD-motor, J is the total inertia of both rotor and payload, 6 is the rotor position, and 5, represents all the disturbing torque acted on the rotor axis. If the acceleration feedback gain k, can be designed
B E V I C (8) Therefore, the high gain AFC transforms the DD-motor from torque actuator to acceleration actuator, which means the actuator capable of producing directly a commanded acceleration rather than indirectly by producing a torque. Equation (8) shows that neither the disturbing torque nor the inertia will affect the rotor tracking performance of such an acceleration actuator.
Sensing and Modeling Rotor Acceleration

Sensing Rotor Acceleration via Linear Accelerometers
Linear accelerometer, with its relatively high sensitive bandwidth, favorite frequency response within this bandwidth, as well as its easy implementation, is an appropriate sensor for closed-loop servo control. In this study, two linear accelerometers, which are mounted on an auxiliary link (see Fig.l ), are proposed to sense the rotor acceleration of DD-motor.
From Fig. 1 , we have,
and in which out,, out, are the output of accelerometer-I and I1 2i = (out1 -out2)l(II -12) respectively, I,, I, are constants representing the distances between the rotor axis and the accelerometer4 and I1 respectively, and g is the gravity acceleration. So, rotor acceleration can be measured and the gravity acceleration can be eliminated without any complex computation by such an implementation. 
Modeling the Sensed Acceleration
In practice, by taking into account the non-rigidity of both the DD-motor and the auxiliary link, the open-loop transfer function from generated torque to measured acceleration can be derived as 
( 1 + 2 <~s / w , + s 2 / w ; ) in which the gain kJJ represents the rigid mode, and N is the highest order of the resonance being sensed.
Controller for Acceleration Feedback Loop
Fig .2 shows the AFC structure for a DD-motor system, in which G,(s) is the acceleration control law, G,(s) is the motor transfer function, and z, , is torque disturbance. By assuming that the DD-motor is an ideal torque actuator, i.e.,
The output of the system as Fig.2 can be described as
in which,
Fig.2 Structure of Acceleration Feedback Control
Here, we propose the following three principles for designing the acceleration feedback control law G, ( s) , namely, algorithms satisfying the following principles simultaneously can be adopted as G, (s). (ii) Reducing the dynamic disturbance within its bandwidth U, as much as the residual disturbance is not greater than a pre-specified boundary, i.e., (17) in which, cr is the pre-specified constant as the boundary of residual disturbance, and [0, cur] represents the bandwidth of r,.
(iii) Affecting less the outer controllers by keeping the phase lag (due to the introduction of acceleration closedloop) within a pre-specified boundary in the bandwidth of the outer loops, i.e., in which, 9 is a pre-specified constant as the boundary of the phase lag due to AFC, and [0, q] represents the bandwidth of outer loops.
Experimental Study
Experimental System
To verify the disturbance rejection of the acceleration feedback control on a DD-motor system, the second joint of a three-link direct-drive manipulator is employed in the experiments. The robot, as shown in Fig. 3 , consists of three revolute joints 1, 2 and 3, each of which is actuated independently by a DC torque-motor, and equipped with a current sensor (Hall device), a tachometer and an encoder of 80000 codelrev. Moreover, an auxiliary link and two servo-type linear accelerometers with sensitive bandwidth of [0, 200HzI and sensitivity of 10-5g (g is the gravity acceleration), are installed on joint-2 to measure the rotor acceleration as Fig. 1. Fig.4 shows the structure of speed tracking control with AFC as an inner loop, in which U,, U, and U, are the commands of velocity, acceleration and current respectively, and G, (s), G, ( s) and G,(s) are, respectively, velocity, acceleration and current control laws. All of these control laws are implemented as analogue circuits and will be introduced in detailed below. 
Experiments on Current Feedback Control
Equation (14? is an ideal model for DC torque motor. Indeed, the phase lag due to the large armature inductance of DC torque motor will degrade the torque responding performance and can not be ignored in practice. Fig.6 presents the frequency response of i, (s) /U, (s) practically surveyed fiom the DD-motor, in which i, and U, are measured current and PWh4 input. It is found that the3dB bandwidth is only 21.3Hz.
In order to improve the torque responding performance, current feedback control shown in Fig.5 is adopted, in which U, and r, are the desired and generated torque, respectively; R,, La, C, and C,, are armature resistance, inductance, torque constant and back emf constant, respectively; and GI($ is current control law. Selecting yields the closed loop transfer function (21) shows that the closed-loop bandwidth of i , can be expanded and the back emf effect can be overcome by increasing k,.
In our experiment, the zero of (20) is selected as the open-loop cut-off frequency, i.e., 2 1.3Hz of Fig.6 , and (20) is implemented as an analogue controller. Measured by HP3562A from the DD-motor, Fig. 7 shows the closed loop performance of armature current responding to its set-point, where the -3dB bandwidth is about 300Hz, fourteen times wider than that without current control. Thus, after adopting current feedback control, a perfect torque source, i.e., can be guaranteed within the sensitive bandwidth of the But the positive zeros in (13) do not appear, due to the relatively high rigidity and large damping effect in the physical system. This experiment demonstrates the validity of the analytical model (1 3). It should be noted that Fig.9 is also the frequency response of 8(s) / Z, (s) , which presenting the influence of disturbing torque to rotor acceleration when there is no acceleration closed-loop.
Experiments on Acceleration Feedback Control
Due to the sensed resonant peaks in (22), a pure proportional gain, i.e., G, (s) = k , , is not appropriate for the acceleration feedback control law. From Fig. 1 1 we can see the critical stable value of k, is only 0.35, definitely too small for the acceleration closed loop to be used as a robust enhancement. A fiequency-weighted gain is necessary for AFC in order to maintain the closed-loop stability.
We select again According to the designing rules in section 4 , we can determine ~2 1 9 and ka=132714, i.e.,
From Fig. 12 we can see that the critical stable value of k, is 1.67x1OS, and there is still about 20% gain margin for 132714 in the control law (25). The control law (25) has been implemented through analogue circuit to avoid time delay. Fig.13 is the closedloop performance measured by HP3562A from the DDmotor, which shows that the -3dB bandwidth reaches 80Hz and the two dominant resonant peaks are suppressed. The magnitude and phase lag of the acceleration loop at 13Hzare-0.3dB and-8.3", asmarkedinFig. 13 .
In order to demonstrate the rejection of AFC to the dynamic disturbance, the frequency response of &s)/fn (s) (see Fig.8 for the structure) is practically surveyed and shown in Fig.14 . And the frequency response of d(s)lZ,(s) without AFC has been presented as Fig.9 . Comparing Fig.14 to Fig.9 , we can see clearly the ability of AFC in resisting the disturbing torque. Table 1 gives the comparative results about the ability of the acceleration closed-loop in resisting torque disturbance at several frequencies. 
Experiments on the Influences of AFC
As the rules discussed in section 4, the acceleration closed-loop should influence little its outer controller, i.e., velocity andor position closed-loop for DD-motor system. In this section, we present some experimental results to demonstrate this influence. In this study, the velocity controller is designed as: 3900 G,(s) = -s + 7 5
and is also implemented in an analogue circuit. The parameters chosen in (26) are trade-off between the resulted closed-loop bandwidth and the reduction of highfrequency uncertainties in the sensed rotor velocity. Fig. 16 shows the velocity closed-loop response pratically measured from the DD-motor with respect to the control law (26), and the -3dB bandwidth is [0, 13HzI. Fig.17 shows the measured (by HP3562A) ability of the velocity closed loop in resisting the added swept sine disturbance without AFC, and the amplitude is about -23dB(1/14).
Moreover, the performance of velocity control with the acceleration feedback control as its inner loop is further surveyed by HP3562A from the DD-motor. With respect to the same controller (26) and (25), Fig.18 shows the velocity closed loop response with AFC enhancement. Except the slight reduction of the resonant peaks, there is little difference in the system response shown in Fig. 18 and 16, which means little effect of the acceleration loop on the velocity control. Fig.19 shows the disturbance reduction by velocity control when there exists AFC enhancement, from which we can see the ability of the velocity loop in resisting the added disturbance has been enhanced considerably. Table  2 gives the comparative results at several frequencies of the disturbance.
Conclusion
The acceleration feedback is introduced to enhance the disturbance resistance of DD-motor system. Sensing and modeling of rotor acceleration via linear accelerometers is discussed from the viewpoint of its practical implementation. The conditions for introducing acceleration feedback into the control system are presented in terms mainly of the closed-loop stability, the resistance of torque disturbances, and its influences to other (outer) controllers. Extensively experiments are conducted on a DC-torque motor system to build up the assumed open-loop transfer function of the acceleration feedback, investigate the ability of the acceleration loop in resisting the torque disturbances, and demonstrate the enhanced velocity tracking performance. Experimental results show that the acceleration feedback acts as a robust enhancement effectively, by improving the disturbance rejection and the velocity tracking performance, and influencing its outer controller little. 
